St. Mary’s Boys Records a Mean of 10.02
“The function of education is to
teach one to think intensively and
to think critically. Intelligence
plus character - that is the goal of
true education.” Martin Luther
King, Jr.

B+ (plus) were 39, B (plain) 8,
B-(minus) 10, C+ (plus) 5 and C
(plain) 1.

Computer Studies was tested in
the school for the first time and
performed exemplary with three
A’s, four A-’s and one B-.

The young men have proven to
be academic giants again after
recording a mean score of 10.02
in the Kenya Certificate of
Secondary Education (KCSE) in
the 2015 examination. This an
improvement from 2014’s 9.73.

From boys
They have graduated out of high
school as true men as our motto
states ‘Give us the boy, we give
you back the man’.
Simon Mwangi Wageita was the
leading student with a mean
grade of A of 83 out of the
possible 84 points. The other
leading students were Migwi
Kelvin Minjire, Muriithi Wanjau
Eric and Kanja Daniel Wangewa
with 82, 82 and 81 points
respectively.

There was a general
improvement in all subjects with
the least performance shifting
from C- to C. 99% of the students
managed to score C+ and above
which is the minimum entry to
government sponsored colleges.
Only one student never managed
to score a C+ as compared to
2014’s six.
They will all be joining college
later in the year.

The
99% of the students managed to score C+
school
had an
and above which is the minimum entry to
entry of
government sponsored colleges
102
students
out of which six were from our
Mathematics recorded the highest
Child Rescue Program and whose
number of A’s with 72 and the
performances were excellent
average was an A- of 10.92. It
compared to what they have been
was the best performed subject
performing in class. In 2014 we
followed by Computer Education
had 45 Juniours out of the 147
which had a mean of 10.77.
students.
Other subjects with a mean grade
of A- were; Physics, History,
Those who managed to score A
Agriculture and Computer
(plain) were 4 and A- (minus)
Studies.
were 41.

to men
As Martin Luther King posits,
Intelligence and Character have
been instilled in our young men
who have grown holistically to fit
in the society. This, however,
would not have been possible
without the efforts and support of
the teachers, parents and donors.
We thank our teachers for their
relentless sacrifice and time in
ensuring that the students were
adequately prepared. We cannot
also forget our non-teaching staff
for their immense indirect
contribution.
Our sincere gratitude goes to all
our DONORS in Europe, United
States, New Zealand, our twin
schools-USA, DKA, Proyde,
Brothers and Lasallian friends in
USA, Fiona & her family, St.
Mary’s Advisory Board USA and
Rich McKay - our Volunteer
Development Director for their
support and commitment.

